
ANSWERS TO

DRIVERS TEST
1. (a.) At 30 miles per hour you travel more than

30 feet during the three fourths of a second
before you start to brake. It will take you
80 feet to come to a full stop, (b.) is incor-

rect because braking distance is a matter of
speed, not place. Better not depend on your
reflexes to be better than average; if you
react unusually slowly to situations, give
yourself more braking distance.

2. (b.) is correct. If a car coming from a side
street has made a full stop and has allowed
ample time to enter the through street, you
do not have any special right of way. (This
is not true of a car entering traffic from a
private drive.) Entering main-lin- e traffic from

a side-stre- et is often difficult and calls for
consideration from the through-stre- et driver.

3. (b.) is the correct answer. You must bring

your car to a complete stop, no matter from

what direction you are coming. (This re-

quirement does not apply if you are proceed-
ing in the opposite direction on a multi-lan- e

roadway separated by a median.)
4. (c.) is correct. If the speed limit is not posted

on an open highway, do not go faster than
60 MPH in the daytime, 50 MPH at night.
You can be held legally responsible for these
established speed limits, even though they

are not posted.
5. (a.) is correct (See story on financial respon-

sibility, page 3).

6. All are correct, but (c.) is the exact answer.

New Uniform Traffic Court Manual

Aims At Uniformity In Case Treatment

A Uniform Traffic Court Manual, written by a

Kentucky Lawyer for use by police judges,
county trial commissioners and county judges
throughout the State, is scheduled for distribution
by the Department of Public Safety early in 1966.

The State plans to introduce the manual during

a state-wid- e conference early next year. The
traffic court program drafted by the American Bar

Association will be featured at the conference,
according to Governor Edward T. Breathitt.

"The manual is an organized effort on the
part of State and national safety officials to get
uniformity in the treatment of traffic cases
throughout the Commonwealth," according to
Glenn Lovern, commissioner of the Kentucky

Department of Public Safety.
The Department of Public Safety is sponsoring

the manual, and the national Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety is underwriting the cost, he

continued.
"The idea for the development of the Traffic

Court Manual came about as a result of surveys,

conducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway

Safety on Kentucky's accident cases and the

records kept by the Department," Lovern said.

According to these surveys, many Itraffic court

judges were awarding substantially varying

judgments involving identical offenses. Both law

enforcement officers and drivers did not know

what to expect when they took a case into court.

"We hope that the manual will provide the

precedents needed for equal and fair treatment
for traffic violators throughout the state."

Dr. J. R. Richardson, professor at the Un-

iversity of Kentucky School of Law, Lexington,

prepared the manual. A former practicing attorney,

Richardson delved into case studies from both

Public Safety officials use the point system,
in which point values arc assigned to various
driving offenses, to determine who is a
highway hazard. (See story on the point
system, Page 4). However, your license may
be suspended at the discretion of the Depart-

ment if, at any time, evidence shows that
you are an unsafe and irresponsible driver.

7. (c.) is correct. If you are the stranded motor-

ist, you should tie white handkerchiefs to the
left door handle and radio antenna and lift
the hood. Then wait for help. Expressways
are patrolled regularly. Never stand on the
road to flag down motorists.

8. (a.) is correct. A double yellow line means
"no passing" in either direction. Yellow

lines are used where the driver's view of ap-

proaching vehicles is blocked by hills or

curves.
9. (a.) is correct. If a car is approaching you

from the opposite direction too rapidly for

you to exercise this precaution, you probably
should not have passed at the time you did.
Hazardous passing is second only to speed-

ing as a cause of traffic accidents.
10. (b.) is correct. A flashing yellow light means

slow down and proceed with caution.

1. False - It is just as unlawful to drive at a
faster rate than weather, road, and traffic
conditions safely permit as it is to exceed
the posted speed limit. Speed limit signs can-

not be changed every time it snows.
2. True - Keep them on until one-ha- lf hour be-

fore sunrise and whenever weather conditions

his personal and the University law libraries in

writing the book.
"We found that there was a definite need for a

clarification of the laws concerning traffic vio-

lations and the ensuing penalities in this state,"
said Professor Richardson.

"Whereas, in the past, the traffic court judge

has had to rely on his personal experience in

rendering judgments, he will now be able to turn
to the manual for help," Richardson continued.

The manual deals with the violations most

occuring in traffic court. These include such

problems as drunken driving, reckless driving,
speeding, illegal parking, and the rights of the
parties in court.

The contents of the manual ore divided into

those sections with which a traffic court judge is
involved daily. These include the right to trial
by jury; court procedures; required vehicle equip-

ment; regulations; witnesses, and due process of

law.

It is possible, according to Lovern, that this
manual will be issued to individuals, upon re

(fog, rain) lower visibility to the level of

twilight or dawn.
3. False You would only be doubling the

chances for an accident by turning on your
bright lights both of you would be driving
"blind." Instead, slow down and do not look
directly at the oncoming lights. After he has
passed, exercise extreme caution; your eyes
will need time to adjust from the glare.

4. False - Grip the steering wheel firmly and
keep the car pointed straight ahead until
speed is reduced and car is under control.
Then brake lightly.

5. True - (Be sure you know the hand signals,
even if you have signal lights they may

stop working right in the middle of a city.)
6. True - Exercise caution even where there is

a stop sign or light someone else may be
looking at the scenery instead of the signals.

7. False - Never back into a main highway.
Stop, back into a driveway, and pull into the
main highway.

8. False-Eve- n if you speed up, he will probably
try to pass anyway. You won't care what he
thinks if you die in a crash caused by your
competitive spirit. Slow down when'a car is
trying to pass you, and let him go on his
way.

9. False - They expire in the driver's birth
month every two years. If you renew your
license within six months after it expires,
you will not have to take the test --- but you
cannot drive during that time.

10. False - Never cross the median; it is unlaw-

ful and unsafe. Get off at the next exit. (See
story on expressway driving, page 6).

quest, from the Department of Public Safety. Many

of the issues covered in the manual pertain to
the rights of the violator in court or requirements
which he must meet to be driving legally.

Set for completion in late September, Professor
Richardson finished the manual a month ahead
of schedule. The 378-pag- e book is now in the
hands of a committee, composed of county and
city judges and prosecutors from all over the
Commonwealth. It is their responsibility to check
the contents of the manual to determine its use-

ful application to the courts.
After these legal authorities have checked, and

approved, the contents of the manual, it will be

sent to an advisory committee, composed of city,
county, and State officials, and appointed by the
State. These men will write the preface to the
manual, urging its usage by traffic court judges.

"The concept of a Uniform Traffic Court Manual

is relatively new in the United States," comment-

ed Commissioner Lovern. "Perhaps four or five
other states have compiled such an aid in an
attempt to obtain uniform judgment in traffic
cases. The manuals have proven valuable in each
instance.

"The Department of Public Safety and the In-

surance Institute for Highway Safety hope that
court officials here in Kentucky will wholly back
our effort to promote better driving and more
adequate court treatment of these problems,"
Lovern continued.

"As courts present uniform justice to drivers
and law enforcement officers, we anticipate a
decrease in the number of traffic violations and
accidents in Kentucky. This should then lead to
a decrease in the number of traffic fatalities in

the State," said Commissioner Lovern.


